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Quotes from students

“I think when I work in a group setting, many of my peers take me less seriously because of it and 

therefore sometimes discount my ideas and suggestions.” 

“I have gotten bad grades on presentations just for pronouncing words differently from my evaluator.” 

“People perceive me to be different than who I am. Once they hear me speak they have a stigma against 

me built up in their heads that I have to prove is incorrect.” 

~~~~

“I feel like having a ‘normal’ dialect that no one can really identify is generally beneficial, in that no one can 

make assumptions about intelligence or heritage.”



Goals

Participants will:

• work together to explore their own beliefs about language 

• consider their individual roles and the role of the institution in supporting 

linguistic diversity

• learn some fun grammatical facts about a selection of dialects represented at 

UNC



Video

https://youtu.be/xRfUzW0P7ec

https://youtu.be/xRfUzW0P7ec


Dialects ain’t just lazy

African American English

Appalachian English



African American English (AAE) be-deletion

“Standard” English African American English

If you are good…

If you’re good...
If you __ good...

You are going to heaven.

You’re going to heaven.
You __ goin’ t’heaven.

I don’t care what you are!

✗I don’t care what you’re!
✗I don’t care what you __!

Who is it?

✗Who’s it?
✗Who __ it?



Pop quiz

I’m not a brat; he __.

I’m not a brat; he __ a brat.

Where __ he?

Where __ he at?



Appalachian English a-prefixing

He was a-huntin’.

✗He likes a-huntin’.

That child is a-charmin’ all the grown-

ups.

✗The movie was a-charmin’.

She was a-workin’ hard from dawn till 

dusk.

✗He got sick from a-workin’ so hard.

He kep’ a-FOLLerin’ me around for a 

week.

✗He was a-maNIpulatin’ things.



Pop quiz

A-building is hard work.

She was a-building a house.

She was a-FOLlowing a trail.

She was a-disCOvering a trail.



Dialects summary

Dialects develop naturally in the process of language change and result from 

regional or cultural isolation

Dialects serve as a markers of group identity

Dialects differ from each other in what linguistic rules/pattern they have

Every dialect has structure! 

Misconception: some dialects are perversions of the “correct” way of speaking



The “standard”

In actuality is composed of many different yet “unmarked” varieties

Typically comes from an educated elite who consider their linguistic variety to 

be the “standard” variety

In practice this means that features of many other linguistic varieties (dialects) 

become marked as aberrant, problematic, wrong, etc.



Seen on Facebook feed of Sherronda Brown



Grammar summary

“Dialects” “Standard”

Descriptive Grammar Prescriptive Grammar Writing Mechanics

How people actually speak How people ought to speak
How people ought to write: 

spelling, punctuation, etc. 

Subconscious rules Explicitly taught

Product of natural linguistic laws
Social and historical conventions

Maintained and established by “experts”



Pros and cons of standards within the university

Pros:

• Students will be prepared for the “real world”

• Having a shared “dialect” facilitates communication

Cons:

• Perpetuating linguistic norms perpetuates the prejudices behind those norms

• Requiring a standard does not foster inclusion and diversity



Questions

In groups of 4ish (ideally with people you don’t know well), discuss the following:

1. Based on your own experience, what biases (good or bad) do you have 

toward certain linguistic features/dialects?

2. What should be the role of the university in (i) maintaining a linguistic 

standard and (ii) supporting linguistic diversity?



Another question

Considering your position within the university, what are some strategies or 

approaches that you can take to support students’ linguistic diversity as it relates 

to their overall success?



Approaches, strategies and balance

• Being explicit about expectations

• Being aware of how language intersects with other identities

• Recommending campus resources like The Writing Center

• Opening dialog with colleagues

• Encouraging students to address this issue with their instructors
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